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Tânără,
frumoasă,
deşteaptă
şi
foarte
ambiţioasă. A realizat tot ce şi-a propus şi cu
siguranţă nu se va opri aici. Vă prezentăm un
material cu Natalia Landina, primul Safety
Manager din Republica Moldova, recunoscută de
Autoritatea Aeronautică Civilă, potrivit noului
Regulament de implementare a sistemului SMS
(Safety Management System).
Pasiunea pentru aviaţie nu a moştenit-o din
familie, pentru că nici unul dintre părinţi nu a
avut tangenţă cu acest domeniu. Deşi nu a fost
concentrată niciodată pe aspectul asta, destinul a
făcut ca de câţiva ani, Natalia să fie parte a
companiei Aerotranscargo şi să îndrăgească, în
special, aspectele ce ţin de siguranța zborurilor.
Cu certitudine mulţi dintre voi aţi reflectat cel
puţin o dată despre rolul femeii în aviaţie, puţini

însă au avut curajul să
reflecte în glas despre
contribuţia imensă a
acestor
personalităţi
fragile, la prima vedere,
dar care au făcut
incursiuni în istorie de-a
lungul timpului, fie că
au stat la manşa
avioanelor
sau
au
tălmăcit pe dinafară aspectele legate de
siguranța aeronautică.
În acest sens, Natalia Landina este un exemplu
demn de urmat pentru Republica Moldova. Ea a
demonstrat că se poate şi că femeile pot face
acelaşi lucru ca şi bărbaţii, uneori mai bine.
Ezitările altora au fost o provocare pentru ea ca
să demonstreze că femeile au aptitudini pentru
această meserie, în special,
pentru Safety Management
respectul
System.

Moralitatea națiunii depinde de
fata de femeie. De fapt, femeile sunt mai
aproape de idealul uman decât bărbații.
– Wilhelm Humbaldt -

Îşi aminteşte cu drag de primii
paşi în calitate de auditor
sisteme calitate în cadrul
companiei Aerotranscargo. A
urmat apoi un curs de instruire

recunoscut de AAC (SOFEMA), pentru ca mai
târziu să îşi aducă contribuţia personală în
implementarea sistemelor SMS şi planul
acţiunilor în situaţii de urgenţă, aprobate de către
Autoritatea Aeronautică Civilă.

La planuri de viitor rămâne prezentă în aviaţie!
Despre utilitatea sistemelor SMS și experiența
proprie în acest domeniu, Natalia ne va vorbi în
următorul buletin.

Tot la capitolul realizări vorbeşte despre
conceptul manualului de SMS şi implementarea
unei baze de date a sistemului SMS, elaborat în
conformitate cu cerinţele ICAO.

AVIATION SMS MANUALS – WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED,
PART 2: BEGINNING THE PROCESS
BY JASON STARKE
Sursa:
http://www.universalw eather.com

Your
aviation
Safety
Management System (SMS)
Manual needs to be a "living,
breathing" document. It should
not only reflect the reality of your
corporate culture today but
accommodate ongoing "tweaks"
to the safety consciousness of
your organization in future.

The following is an overview of
what you need to know:

1.
Where should you
start?

Jason Starke
A former corporate pilot and United States Air Force veteran,
Captain Jason Starke is an expert on aviation safety and
operations. He currently serves as Safety Management and
Integration (SM&I) Operations Manager for Universal Weather
and Aviation, Inc. Jason has more than 21 total years of
aviation experience and led his previous employer’s SMS and
emergency response plan implementation. As a pilot, he
maintains currency with the Hawker 800A and Challenger 601
aircraft and assists with simulator instruction on those aircraft.
He has also flown the King Air 90, CE-421, Citation I, and
Citation II, V, VII. He is a member of the NBAA Safety
Committee, has served as a presenter on SMS at industry
events, and holds a bachelor’s of science degree in
meteorology and a master’s degree in aviation, with
specializations in safety and operations. Jason can be
reached at jasonstarke@univ-wea.com.

It is not an easy feat to sit down
with a blank piece of paper and
begin the process of writing your
manual armed with only the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
performance-based guidance. Just as it would be

easier to build a house from a pre-constructed

frame, it might be helpful to utilize a framework to
help organize the applicable information into a
logical format. These frameworks come in many
different varieties and sources and range from a
"bare-bones" skeletal outline to a fully populated
(processes and procedures) framework that
requires the author to insert only the company
name and appropriate position titles/names. A
strong word of caution regarding the latter: It should
be expected that the contained processes will be
adjusted to meet your organizational needs.
Experience has taught me that if you try to fit your
organization into a manual, you will more than likely
fail. At risk of reiterating this point ad nauseam, your
manual needs to reflect what your organization can
and is doing to resolve the safety management
processes.

A good place to start is the previously referred to
ICAO Doc. 9859, 3rd Ed., Chapter 5, paragraph
5.3.38 for an "inventory" of the elements that need
to be described in your SMS Manual. Excellent
guidance is also provided in Appendix 4 of Chapter
5. You will notice that even this enhanced guidance
does not give specifics concerning how to explain
the process, but rather what needs to be explained.

As previously mentioned, there are frameworks out
there that go further and even provide process
descriptions for you. But, again, a word of caution:
You will likely have to tweak or adjust the process
written to fit your organization in order to effectively
obtain the desired outputs. Then, you will have to
go back and alter that process in the manual to
match what your organization is doing. The
International Business Aviation Council has great
examples of policies and processes in their SMS
toolkit and a good example of structure in their
Generic Company Operations Manual framework.
Additionally, aviation SMS manuals from other
operators across different segments may also serve
as guidance and as a learning aid when trying to
determine how your processes will look in operation
and on paper. Just remember that those manuals

should reflect what works for them, which may not
work for your organization.

Finally, it is important to state that creating your
manual will be an ongoing, iterative process. Since
it must reflect reality, if your organization is in the
middle of SMS implementation and has not yet
implemented all the elements of a mature SMS,
then there is no reason for a description of how
those elements are resolved to be in your manual at
that point. The ICAO Safety Management Manual
(Doc. 9859) states that SMS documentation
(Element 1.5) implementation, throughout the
phased SMS implementation, is progressively
implemented in phases. Ultimately, even during
post-SMS implementation, the aviation SMS
manual must be a living document. As your
organization changes, so will the way things are
done. Therefore, the aviation SMS Manual, as a
reflection of reality, must also be updated to reflect
the changes.

Conclusion
The idea of creating a manual to describe your
organization’s SMS in the scope of all safety
management activities is probably the least
desirable one. However, following the adage, "If it
isn’t documented, it doesn’t happen," a welldocumented SMS does provide for repeatability,
guidance, and measurement. All the same, just
because it is documented doesn’t necessarily mean
that an SMS is "happening" or happening the way it
is documented. The processes documented must
reflect reality and what your organization is doing to
effectively manage safety. Documentation that
details down to the individual procedure or task may
not be necessary and can have the adverse
consequence of over-complicating the process,
leading to frustration or abandonment. There are
many examples to help the writer get started, but if
the framework or template already contains written
descriptions of the processes, it is important that
they be adjusted to fit what is working in your

organization. Finally, the entire aviation SMS
Manual, which describes a complete and mature
SMS, cannot be written overnight. It is a process
that will reflect the components that are already
implemented and functioning. Once the manual is
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complete, though, your organization will have a
robust document that will accurately describe to
employees (current and future), regulators, and
auditors how your company effectively operates its
SM

